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Explore Brazil. One Cup at a Time
Everyone Deserves a Great Cup 

of Coffee
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1. Structural changes in global market 
since deregulation (late 1980s) resulted 
in third-party certification schemes
meant to check and enforce social and 
ecological protections.



2. Structural changes at global & national 
levels made invisible by certification 
because of media driven, sleight-of-
hand. “The market” for certified coffee is 
configured as emerging from the socio-
ecological morality of people in the 
global north.



3. This relies on images drawn from 
long-existing fantasy-forms of otherness 
with colonially-derived ideas about 
primitivity. 

Well-meaning consumers buy certified 
coffee to enact a particular form of 
liberal politics--ideas about poverty and 
the role of the market in moving people 
in the global south towards the lifestyles 
deemed appropriate for them by people 
in the global north.



4. These fantasy-formed images do not 
match Papua New Guinean’s ideas about 
self and subjectivity and have disastrous 
material consequences.

Instead of allowing market engagement in 
a more socially equitable and ecologically 
sustainable way, they actually can have the 
opposite effect, and serve as the basis for a 
very particular form of racism against 
Papua New Guineans.



PARADIGM SHIFT





Don’t Mess it Up Flavor Partner

HOW ARE INNOVATIONS IN PROCESSING A TOOL TO ENACT A PARADIGM SHIFT? 



Value aggregation comes from ‘place’ and 
sourcing and transformation of ‘inert’ 

green bean into roasted beans and brewed 
beverage. 

Coffee marketed by origin.  VCE Price list

Old Paradigm



Post-Harvest Processing: Traditional methods tied to place and quality. 



New Paradigm

Value aggregation comes 
from ‘place’ + the skills and 

knowledge of coffee 
growers and post-harvest 
processors to determine a 
coffee’s quality and flavor. 



Post-Harvest Processing: Decisions to arrive at pre-determined profile 



Old Paradigm New Paradigm



Money follows respect. 

=



Post-Harvest Processing Can:

FLAVOR RESPECT

Aggregate Value Across Supply Chain Improve the Lives of Coffee Growers



What 
Hurdles Do 
We Face?



1. ASYMMETRIC FLOW OF INFORMATION



Training: System-wide training to ensure that new practices

Story telling: 





2. TOO FEW OF OUR ‘COFFEE HEROES’ ARE COFFEE 
GROWERS

2. TOO FEW OF OUR ‘COFFEE HEROES’ ARE COFFEE 
GROWERS



3. COFFEE NEEDS THE WEST



4. NEW PROCESSING METHODS REQUIRE TRAINING AND 
TECHNOLOGIES



A new device merely 
opens a door. It does 

not compel one to 
enter.

- Lynn White

A new device merely 
opens a door. It does 

not compel one to 
enter.

- Lynn White



What Can You Do?



1. CHANGE THE NARRATIVE

Change the narrative so that a coffee grower is not someone that a coffee 
drinker wants to help, but someone that they want to be



HOW CAN WE DO THAT?

• Actively tell the story of the coffee producer as an integral 
part of flavor creation and beverage quality. 

• Highlight the use of new techniques and technologies vs 
providing a ‘rustic tie to the land.’

• Remember: Great coffee is not discovered. It is created by 
people making many complex choices, from plant 
genetics to drying rate. 

Innovations in post-harvest processing provide a wonderful way of doing this!



2. SUPPORT 
POST-HARVEST 
PROCESSING 
TRAINING

Post-harvest processing 
provides a means for 
growers to increase the 
quality of their product, 
diversify their product 
portfolio, and gain 
recognition and respect. 



3. ENCOURAGE 
PORTFOLIO 
DIVERSITY ACROSS 
THE SUPPLY CHAIN



4. FOSTER PRIVATE-PUBLIC PARTNERSHIPS

Foster private-public partnerships with local academic institutions.  



For centuries, research institutions in coffee origins have risen to every 
challenge, making a luxury available to billions. 

5. KNOW WHAT YOU ALREADY HAVE



We are an 
industry whose 
product touches 

over 2 billion 
pairs of lips every 

day. 



We are tens of 
thousands of 
coffee shops 

where 
conversations 

about coffee occur 
every morning. 



We are some of the 
world’s biggest 

corporations, with 
worldwide 

distribution and huge 
marketing budgets



If not us 
then who?

If not now, 
then when?



Gracias!
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